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What is the best gift for him

Our world is full of men who hold great importance in our lives. A loving father, a mischievous brother and a caring husband, these three make the world a better place for us. Bringing a smile on their faces is quite easy. Give them a simple pen or a cake for their birthday, and they will be all happy. Ferns N Petals has an extraordinary collection of
gifts for him that'll make your gift stand out of all others. From personalised gifts to exquisite watches, our collection has it all. Take a look at all the impressive gift options right away. Personalized Gifts Adding a personal touch to a gift makes a huge difference. Our website has a plethora of personalised gifts for him like personalised cushions,
personalised pens, bar accessories and many more. Get your hands on a personalised caricature of your husband or brother and get ready to record an insta worthy reaction. Photo Frames Photo Frames never go out of fashion. Select the favourite picture of the receiver with you and send a token of love for the special man in your life. A photo frame
with a personal message will be a great addition for their room, and they will cherish your gift forever. Watches Watches represent your style and your personality. For a man, watches are a chic accessory that enhances the overall look of their attire. Pick a stylish leather watch from our collection of gifts for him and send it for your father, brother or
husband to make their d-day extra special. You can also get their initials engraved on the watch to make it a unique gift! Perfumes Remember his favourite perfume? Perfumes have their way of leaving an unforgettable impression. Our perfume for him section has branded perfumes that'll make you order one right away. Order the one he likes or
select the Versace range, and we bet he will love it! Grooming Kit A wonderful after shave lotion that has a long-lasting fragrance is undoubtedly a spectacular gift. A kit with grooming essentials like a bar of soap, shave brush, shave foam and more is available on our website. You can make a combination of a grooming kit and a cake to surprise the
men in your life. Fashion Accessories A brown or black leather belt modifies the whole look of an outfit. Today, even men accessorize and belts are one of the most used accessories. Ties and cufflinks make for another astounding gift for men. Our website has the perfect range of ties and cufflinks that'll lure you into getting one for your husband or
father. Chocolates Chocolates as gifts can never go wrong! Explore our website, pick a gift and combine it with a scrumptious box of chocolates to sprinkle sweetness and love on their special day. Flowers A ravishing bouquet impresses everyone wherever it goes. A bunch of gorgeous red roses makes for an amazing gift for your husband on your
anniversary. A stunning white lilies flower arrangement prepared with precision and warmth is a terrific gift for your father. Our website has tulips, carnations, roses and other flower arrangements that you can send right away to your family and friends. Gift Hampers If you want to go all extra for surprising the men in your life, then gift hampers are
the best. A gift hamper is suitable for occasions like International Men's day, Diwali, Valentine's Day, Birthday and anniversaries. Our gift hampers are a mix of cakes, chocolates, flowers, fashion accessories and many other outstanding gift items. Order Impressive Gifts for Him via Ferns N Petals Is the birthday of a special man in your life right
around the corner? To acknowledge all his efforts, surprise him with the best of everything. Men are the ones who pamper us and support us throughout our lives. From taking our first steps to getting married, we are firmly supported by the men in our lives in all our decisions, and life achievements. Fathers, brothers, husbands and boyfriends all
deserve pampering and thoughtful gifts. To make them feel loved on their birthday or any other achievement, you must plan a memorable surprise. At Ferns N Petals, we have curated an impeccable collection of personalised gifts, hampers and more. Check out our best gift ideas for men and order the most suitable gift that'll fill them with joy!
Searching for the best gent's gifts ideas? We have got you covered! From scrumptious cakes to gorgeous flower arrangements, our website has it all! For your father's upcoming birthday, you can choose a delectable cake from the assortment of butterscotch cake, black forest cake, red velvet cake, pineapple cake, tiramisu cake and more. Combine a
freshly baked cake with a personalised gift and get ready to make their birthday a memorable affair. We are the largest online gift stores in India and are present in 120+ countries. If you are looking for the best gifts for your husband, then an elegant leather wallet with his initials or perfume of his choice will make for a great gift. For a friend who
got promoted or joined a new job, an indoor plant along with a cake will be the perfect gift. There are a plethora of indoor plants available on our websites like Jade plant, Lucky Bamboo, Peace Lily and more. One of the most useful gifts for men are a chic tie and a stylish pen with their initials. Our personalised collection has amazing ties and classy
pens that are one of the most ordered gifts for boyfriend. As a 26-year-old brand, we believe in providing our customer with utmost satisfaction and top-notch products. Our same-day delivery and midnight delivery facilities are available for all our customers. It's time for you to explore our website and send a gift for your loved ones right away and
make them feel that they are always on your mind! Send Superb Gifts for Men Online - Ferns N Petals Gifts For Men Gift Ideas for Men Speciality Personalised Gifts Cushions, Photo Frame Free Delivery across India Gifts Hamper Belts Wallets, Grooming Kit 3 Hrs. delivery in 350+ cities Cakes Designer Cakes, Photo Cakes Midnight Delivery Flowers
Roses, Flower Bouquets Worldwide Delivery Why Should You Buy Stunning Gifts For Men From Ferns N Petals? Ferns N Petals is a renowned online gifting website. Here are a few reasons that will make you believe in our exceptional services and place an order right away. Take a glimpse of all that we have to offer! Wide Variety of Gifts:
Undoubtedly, our website has a huge variety of gifts for him that are perfect for any occasion. From cakes to flowers and from personalised gifts to the digital ones, Ferns N Petals has it all! Timely Delivery Service: We are known for our on-time and hassle-free delivery. Time is money, and we completely agree with the former words. We aim at
delivering gifts on time anywhere and everywhere. Special Delivery Service: Take your pick from our unique gifts and get ready to avail terrific delivery options like midnight, same-day, and next day delivery. No matter what you choose, we will make sure that it is delivered with care and as per the delivery option that you selected. 25 Years of
Experience: Our customers are the prime focus for us. We are a 25-year-old website,and we have great experience in providing high-quality products and smooth delivery to all our customers. Pan India Presence: Ferns N Petals is the only online gifting website that is present all around India. We serve 400 locations which include Delhi, Mumbai,
Jaipur, Shimla, Meerut and many more cities. International Delivery: Ferns N Petals is well-known across the world. We offer services in 170 countries like the USA, UK, UAE, Canada, Australia, Singapore, Oman, Malaysia, New Zealand, etc. Finding the perfect gift for the guy who has it all is no mean feat. Here to take the stress out of your search,
GQ’s ultimate guide to gift ideas for 2022, from scents and skincare to best-selling beer dispensersIt doesn’t take a team of discerning writers and editors to tell you that sourcing the perfect gift for men is a task that takes a good bit of imagination. Chances are if he’s a regular reader of these pages, he’s already well-stocked in menswear essentials
and grooming gadgets. But that’s not to say you should resort straight to novelty when sourcing the best gift for the job... even the man who has it all has a wishlist on special occasions. Whether that’s the latest gizmo from Apple, a thoughtful gift to feed his inner foodie or luxurious loungewear, packed to perfection in a ribbon-sealed gift box, the
very editors who compile the pages of your favourite monthly magazine have knocked heads to bring you an edit of only the best gift ideas. Running the gamut from gentlemanly essentials to down-to-earth delights, we hope you find something to your liking…If you’re going to invest in a new beard trimmer, be it for you or a loved one, make it this
Philips model. Thanks to the stainless-steel body, it’s weightier and feels more luxurious than any other beard trimmer on the market, with the power to blitz through even the bushiest facial overgrowth without a snag and without the need for a gazillion guide comb add-ons. For more trimmer inspiration, check out our reviews roundup. Look
familiar? This is the same bright pink hoodie donned by that most fashion-forward of men's style icons, Harry Styles, just last month. A statement-making wardrobe addition by a brand making waves (also adopted by the likes of Jaden Smith, Kourtney Kardashian and Hailey Bieber), not only will it inject some LA cool into their ’fits, but all Pangaia's
garments are sustainably made from recycled cotton and using nontoxic, bio-based, natural flamingo-pink dye from a recycled water system powered by renewable energy. What's not to love?Ever wanted to learn to cook from Gordon Ramsay? How to make films from Martin Scorsese? Maybe you’ve always wanted to learn to write with Malcolm
Gladwell or Margaret Atwood? Masterclass puts industry titans on tap for comprehensive mentorship through their professions, with something to cater for every interest and for every side hustle ambition. £168 for annual subscription at masterclass.comYou can’t argue with the figures. Sales of men’s sex toys are up exponentially over the last few
years. Lelo produces some of the best on the market, both in terms of their tech and their luxurious, inconspicuous feel. The Hugo is its bestselling prostate massager, with two powerful motors and a remote control for its user or a partner to adjust myriad vibration and intensity settings. If he’s looking to try something new this year, this could be just
the ticket.Whether he’s a gym regular or he oft bemoans the aches and pains of deskbound life, massage guns have fast become must-have items. If he’s already made it through the last two years without receiving one as a birthday gift, for an anniversary or for Father’s Day, he may well want to think about who his friends are. Lucky for you,
Theragun’s 4th generation Mini device is its most powerful iteration to date, with a brushless motor that runs 75 per cent quieter than gen three. Better still, it also comes in a delightful Desert Rose hue that’ll untie knots in serious style. A classic white T-shirt is one of those pieces of clothing no one can ever have too many of. Part of Everlane’s
Uniform collection, which celebrates everyday basics, this is a tee that has been designed to last, perfect for an item that will never go out of style and thus not leave him turning his nose up when he comes to unwrap it. Made from 100 per cent cotton, it’s comfortable, with a relaxed fit, and should soften over years of wear. Need more white T-shirt
inspiration? Read our full guide here. £38 or £60 for two at everlane.comIf you tried to get your hands on a home beer dispenser over lockdowns when pubs were closed, there’s a very high chance you were left disappointed by lack of stock. These swanky countertop gadgets went from gimmick to essential pretty much overnight, then spent months of
being as hard to come by as a Supreme x Louis Vuitton trunk. Thankfully, the issue seems to have been sorted, with Krups’ market leader available again. Forget your soda streams and coffee machines, this nifty device will store a two-litre torps at the optimal temperature for up to 15 days, with compatible kegs from big names and craft brands
alike. A highlight of Uniqlo's most recent elevated Uniqlo U line, this lengthy single-breasted coat will add an instant sense of suave mystery to any man's wardrobe. Designed by Uniqlo U's team of international designers, led by artistic director Christophe Lemaire, it takes the fundamentals of what Uniqlo is so well known for and ups the ante with
runway-ready appeal at high street prices.When it comes to fragrance gifting, it doesn't get more crowd-pleasing than Acqua di Parma. Something from the label's Colonia line will be a prized asset of any date night or formal function ‘fit, and our pick of the bunch has got to be the new Colonia C.L.U.B. A lighthearted scent mixing citrusy bergamot
and lemon with pink and black peppers for an invigorating kick, the base of cedarwood and musk gives it a final flourish of comfortable intimacy.£84 for 50ml at johnlewis.comIf Tom Daley's doing it, you know it's cool. Men who knit have never been sexier and this Noah's starter kit, which comes with all the tools he'll need to form his own cosy
cushion, is an excellent intro to the hobby. Best gifted with some skimpy new Speedos.Home fitness equipment usually comes at a cost to interior design. Not the case with Kenko's refined fitness kit, which treads the line between workout equipment and immaculate decor. Getting him prepped for his 2022 fitness ambitions in minimalist style,
Kenko's Set A boasts aerobic dumbbells, a double chest expander and a massage ball to take bodyweight sessions up a notch, all crafted from your choice of natural woods and stowed in a birch plywood storage box. No bad hair days in 2022 is wishful thinking, but Daimon Barber's Texture Set promises a far easier road to luscious locks. A set
comprising two of the luxury grooming brand's best-sellers – its texture tonic and texture clay – the first works to thicken each strand from root to tip with a cocktail of hair strengthening ingredients while the clay provides the hair a strong hold and matte finish for a natural-looking full barnet that conditions as it styles. Best known for its immaculate,
wedding-friendly loafers, a pair of Malone Souliers trainers will inject some welcome sophistication into an otherwise hype-y, trend-led sneaker rotation. The Musa is a pin-up of smart casual style, referencing '60s sportswear but elevated in bark-hued suede with luxurious leather trims. Yes. Please.£350 at malonesouliers.comFact: every man wants a
cocktail named after him. Thanks to The Cocktail Man, you can now make that dream come true for someone. Offering a personalised cocktail service whereby you choose a premium spirit, flavour and garnish to complement your recipient's personality, then name it and compose your own personal message, each box comes with the makings of four
unique drinks to enjoy. Bottoms up! £45.95 at thecocktailman.co.ukWhether shacking up with a partner or moving in with a buddy, one of the biggest hurdles you'll come across is aligning your opinions on wall art. The selection at made.com, which includes a smorgasbord of interesting and affordable print artists, is sure to boast something you'll
agree upon. Our pick is this Mount Fuji print, which is done in calming blue tones that are perfect for a bedroom.If he (and presumably you, the generous gifter) really loves his penis, why not let him clone it with a bonus paint job. With the Clone-A-Willy kit you have everything needed to create a hypoallergenic silicone vibrator moulded as a perfect
replica of a penis of any size. So while you may find yourselves apart when the mood strikes, a very important part of him can always be close by. £34.99 at lovehoney.co.ukSet him up for his inevitable fitness kick with the very latest in rowing tech. At the crux of home-fitness innovation in recent times, Hydrow has stepped into a space long dominated
by Peloton with its rower that offers an immersive experience on virtual waterways around the world. Featuring a 22-inch HD screen to rival that which you binge-watch Succession on, it offers instructor-led classes not just on rowing but yoga, Pilates, and plenty more disciplines, too. Next stop – Henley Royal Regatta. What good is gifting expensive
new wardrobe additions if they'll wind up frayed and moth-eaten? These inexpensive stocking-friendly cedar wood balls are a tried-and-tested pest repellent that can be spread out in wardrobes and doors to keep moths from ravaging cosy cashmere knits and the rest. Yes, they may be greeted with a confused look upon opening, but down the line, he'll
thank you.Swap a simple greeting for a big ol' ‘howdy partner’ with this bourbon whiskey turned renegade thanks to a delicious habanero spirit infusion. Spicing up his traditional Old Fashioned and Whiskey Sour, the bottle is even shaped like a cowboy's hip flask, making it a supercool addition to drink trolleys. A word of warning, though: a couple of
glasses in and you'll all be singing the song from which it takes its name. All together now! “Laaaa, la, la la la la…”.Reusable water bottles and travel mugs are a dime a dozen these days, and the vast majority hardly make for exciting gifts. Enter Larq, a brand that’s doing things a little bit differently. Negating the need to pour from the filter, Larq’s
PureVis bottle is a first of its kind with its own unique UV-C purification system in the lid that eliminates 99.9999 per cent of bio-contaminants. Add to that the fact that it looks plenty sleeker than ordinary bottles and keeps water cool up to 24 hours, and this is a present that’s sure to have him geeking out.Nothing beats a little something shiny for a
gift, and for that we look to Tatteossian. High on many a GQ editor's wish list for 2022 are these beautiful rhodium-plated roulette wheel cufflinks. Not just a casino-themed final flourish to tailored looks, when held at 180 degrees they can be used as actual roulette wheels – giving us serious Drake vibes (see his Jacob & Co Astronomia Casino watch).
Just the thing to be bringing the party to every wedding and red-carpet function the new year has in store.A preppy grey sweater is an off-duty men’s essential, easily pared up with the collar of an Oxford shirt popping over the neckline or down worn over a crewneck T-shirt for any occasion. Arket’s is a classic that won’t break the bank, made from a
mid-weight 340 GSM fabric that’ll see him through every season. The first foray into fragrance from French male-maintenance brand Horace is an instant win. A masculine scent, it combines spicy and woody notes that are perfect for the winter season, and as an added bonus, it comes with a set of alphabet stickers to customise the bottle with your
giftee's name or initials.£55 for 50ml at horace.coHandy is a Norwegian sex tech start-up that has been getting the launch of its flagship device prepped right in time for 2022. The new player’s device has shot to the top of the automated masturbation totem in next to no time with its premium-looking device, which promises to level up solo play with
settings to alter stroke length, grip and speed as well as the ability to move in motion to movies. And reader, we ain’t talkin’ bout just any kind of movies... If Elvis Presley were still around to sing about his prized blue suede shoes, we imagine they'd look a little something like this. A statement colourway for the much loved Birkenstock Boston
silhouette, these eye-catching clogs are crying out for a spot in his off-duty wardrobe.He could have all the expensive creams and serums money can buy, but no man looks well-groomed with unsightly hairs sprouting from his nose, ears, and eyebrows. We’ve taken many a trimmer for a spin and none quite matches up to the latest from BaByliss Men’s
Super-X range. Easy to use and with a feel that’s much more premium (dare we say, even sink-side friendly) than most nose hair trimmers out there, a quick once-over in the mornings will have him looking prim and propper. £24.99 at johnlewis.com & amazon.co.ukLet’s face it, we all could do with a good eye serum after the past few years. Battling
everything from fine lines to signs of fatigue and aging, this one by Kiehl’s is an easy win for any gifting opportunities that might arise, whatever the celebration or season. Formulated with ten per cent pure vitamin C, to help brighten the skin and fade dark sports and circles, and hyaluronic acid and glycerin for hydration, it is gentle enough for the
delicate under-eye area and also suitable for contact lens users. Trust us, he’ll need it for the inevitable return-to-the-office… If you're going to treat him to something shiny, Alighieri is a jeweller that you'll fail to go wrong with. We're especially taken by Rosh Mahtani's zodiac motif 24kt gold-plated necklaces. Handcrafted in London’s historic Hatton
Garden jewellery quarter, a Zodiac necklace from this collection is sure to become the shining star (get it?) of his accessory collection for many seasons to come. £195 at matchesfashion.comMenswear's collective love for bookish sweater vests shows no sign of abating, with many a stylish celeb backing the ‘70s vibes. Part of Abercrombie’s everimpressive change in direction of late, its collection of Ivy League-inspired knits delivers the trend at an especially present-friendly price tag. Here's a look that's completely in style and will bring a big grin to grandma's face at the same time. £17.99 at abercrombie.comYou can't beat the classique aesthetics of a Marshall speaker – for that old-school
rock’n’roll vibe, you really needn't look any further. With the brand's latest Emberton Bluetooth speaker, the retro aesthetic does not compromise contemporary features to rival even the most cutting-edge sound systems and even comes with a directional control knob that adds a signature warm sound that's perfect for their signature playlists. And,
at only 700g, IPX-7 water resistance and no fewer than 20 hours of portable playtime, it's perfect for packing up and bringing with you on a weekend break.There'll be no lockdown-inspired Yeti-like growth this year – and this standout body hair groomer by Meridian is here to make sure of it. An especially easy-on-the-eye bit of bathroom tech, there's
more to The Trimmer than its slick design. The waterproof multitasker will easily cut through coarse hair without a tug and will do so mid-shower thanks to rust-resistant ceramic blades. With only two attachments that cater to lengths from three to 12mm and an easy 90 minutes to full charge, this nifty little device is sure to make 2022 their bestgroomed year yet. £51 at meridiangrooming.comHarry Styles' new beauty brand, Pleasing, recently launched to typical fan mania, and in amongst it all was us at GQ. One of the signatures for the label is its nail polishes, of which this set contains all four shades – Perfect Pearl, Pearly Tops, Granny's Pink Pearl and our personal favourite, Inky Pearl.
It's no secret that painted nails have been the ultimate accessory for men in recent seasons, and with Harry Styles' take arriving just in time, long may this trend continue.When it comes to cosy cashmere, it doesn't get more luxe than The Elder Statesman. And while the fabric can come with stuffy connotations, the brand is known to keep its knits
extremely playful. Case in point, this multicoloured, shawl-lapelled striped cardigan, is an immaculate layering piece that'll keep his 'fits plush and playful on even the most dismal of days.The Hamilton watch worn by Robert Pattinson in 2020's Tenet marks Christopher Nolan's third time working with the brand on screen. And while up to 30 iterations
were said to be used as props on the set of the time-bending movie, the real thing is yet to be mass-produced. Thankfully, the black titanium BeLOWZERO is a very close alternative, making for the ultimate horological/blockbuster crossover gift. £1,495 at hamiltonwatch.comInspired by the deck jackets once issued to the US Navy for warmth, Triumph
Motorcycles' Marstone jacket is one of the achingly cool label's most sought after of the season. Lined with faux fur for all his seasonal layering needs and finished with authentic utilitarian details, this is a wardrobe addition that'll serve him well for many a season to come. £350 at triumphmotorcycles.co.ukFor the hard-to-gift, the trusty Toblerone is
always something to fall back on. But if you want to hand over something bespoke (as opposed to blatantly last minute) you can purchase a bar of the legendary Swiss chocolate with personalised packaging, care of Selfridges. Thoughtful and tasty.Make him the best dressed at every roller disco of 2022 with these exceptional designer skates in
Bottega's trademark green. Italian-made in luxuriously smooth leather, if they're not vowing to switch up their commute, they'll sit very pretty on display as a collector's item.A good bottle of wine never goes amiss at a gathering, so long as there's a bit of thought to it (whatever's left at the service station en route to proceedings simply won't do).
Personalising your choice to your giftee, Good Pair Days takes you through a series of simple questions to match up the perfect bottle – from the price you're willing to pay to details such as their favourite type of chocolate to better tailor the tasting notes – before serving up the closest matches for your consideration. Every household could use a bit
more joy, and few designers get the assignment quite as literally as Christopher Kane. The More Joy line spans everything from doormats to pyjamas, but at the top of our wishlist is this intarsia wool-blend cushion, which will serve as a timely reminder that joy is not just for every time he settles into a Netflix binge.£175 at
matchesfashion.comAccessories like wash bags are best done timeless, and one brand that knows a thing or two about style that stands the test of time is Bennett Winch. Outfitters to James Bond himself (Daniel Craig is presented a tux in the label’s iconic suit carrier holdall in No Time To Die), Bennett Winch’s Dopp kit/wash bag is an elegant affair
for your on-the-go grooming with plenty of pockets to store your belongings and a clip-out wet compartment for your shaving bits – all encased in a luxurious, full-grain Italian veg-tanned leather. While any number of fragrant Byredo bottles are sure to be well received in a gift wrap, we're favouring the rather more snuggly release that is the B
Blanket. The product sits in the brand's ‘ByProduct by Byredo’ range, comprising anything outside the confines of ‘beauty’ but still reflecting Byredo’s foundational philosophies of creativity and finesse. Taking its design cues from Ivy League varsity jackets – an iconic piece of American fashion history – the blanket is stamped with the brand's
signature B and comes made from a cosy blend of virgin wool and cashmere – just the thing to doze off under while the Netflix binge commences. A man can never have too many bow ties, and if he wants to add a real touch of class to his eveningwear then this pre-tied bow from BOSS will do just the job. Italian-crafted and made from Jacquard-woven
silk, it’s an unshouty but undoubtedly elegant accessory and a fine addition to any wardrobe.Dreary winter days leave a lot to be desired when it comes to glowing complexions. Likewise, offsetting dark circles and blemishes can always use a bit of a leg-up in the oncoming spring season. While any good makeup brand is perfectly fine for men's use,
War Paint's range has been specially formulated for men's skin and comes in gender-neutral packaging that can be slightly less intimidating for male usage. The tinted moisturiser offers a light pick-me-up to introduce him to his new favourite beauty hack. £22 at warpaintformen.comAfter a long stint of working from home, the bulk of us now have
clarity on the future of our office lives, be they back to business as usual or hybridized, which means now is just the time to start thinking about the commute again. Don't go back to life on busy tube carriages, nose pressed up to your fellow passengers' ‘pits, and invest in a two-wheeled commuter to be proud of. Steed's fixed gear bikes hit that sweet
spot of aesthetically on-point and excellent value, designed for swift, stylish and easy city travelling. Just the thing to take the edge off the return to your desk.Find us a shoe that screams party season more than these croc-effect Chelsea boots and we'll eat our sequinned shirts. No gift-wrapped shoebox will hit harder than these Tom Ford numbers –
which will bring a healthy helping of rock ‘n’ roll to every look. For the arty man in your life, a subscription to one of Frieze’s new membership plans would allow him to go even deeper into his passion in 2022. As a Frieze 91 member (depending on which plan you choose) you get VIP invites and entry to Frieze art fairs and events, access to workshops
and lectures on collecting, and priority booking and out-of-hours access to Frieze partner galleries. Also included is a subscription to Frieze’s print magazine and a dedicated monthly E-newsletter. Clark Kent, eat your heart out. If they've just about squinted their way through the previous year or so, a new pair of glasses from Cutler and Gross will not
go amiss. We're especially fond of these exaggerated square frames, inspired by an archival Laurence Corner Army Surplus Store design. Not sure it'll suit their face shape? The brand's virtual try-on service allows you to upload an image of your giftee to put that to the test. £365 at cutlerandgross.comWinter cosiness doesn't get better than shearling
outerwear. Launched just in time for a furry gift-wrapped treat, Boda Skins' new Polar 3.0 is high on our wish list. Handcrafted from velvety-smooth merino shearling with contrasting nappa leather detail, it also uses an innovative self-cleaning technology to resist dirt and dust that'll keep it looking pristine for many seasons to come.Everyone
appreciates how plants can liven up a home, but if you’re the indecisive type, how are you meant to choose? Well, with Leaf Envy you don’t need to. A subscription gets you a new plant every month, handpicked and curated by a plant styling team that pays close attention to trends and season. In no time at all, they’ll be living in a leafy jungle and
loving it. A luxurious merging of whisky and chocolate, this unique single malt would make for an ideal accompaniment to whatever film he sleepily settles into come 10pm on his big day. Crafted from a combination of European and American oak casks, its distinctly chocolaty aroma, flavours and colour mean the Scotch pairs perfectly with fine
chocolates, and even the recyclable gift box was made using discarded husks from cacao pods. Decanters tend to conjure images of stuffy wood-panelled gentleman's clubs. Not the case with this much much cooler iteration by Jonathan Adler. Swapping cut crystal for a rocketship-inspired design crafted from porcelain and 16k gold, it'll make a far
greater impact at dinner parties or sitting pretty on a drinks trolley, filled with his favourite bottle of scotch. £200 at brownsfashion.comPatrón was already a stand-out bottle for your drinks trolley. Add to its winning branding the same tropical stylings that grace the Berkeley Square private members’ club, Annabel’s, and this is a winning formula.
Not only is the bottle a decorative dream, but with every bottle sold, 22 new trees will be planted in a devastated region of the Amazon, so you’ll be working towards getting the world’s largest nature corridor back to the tropical paradise depicted on the box. Light up your giftee's interiors with this insanely cool collaboration between neon-light brand
Yellowpop and artist Keith Haring. Launching eight new lights taking cues from some of Haring's most recognisable works (see also “Barking Dog” and “Radiant Baby”, our favourite has got to be the “Twisted Man” in room-warming yellow. Make like the man in question and secure one while stocks last.Ostens's new Préperation Oil Collection brings
together the five original ingredients of its Eau de Parfums in oil form. That's rose, patchouli, jasmine, cedarwood and vanilla bean for the unfamiliar, each presented in a limited edition wooden box to be layered over fragrance or massaged onto clean skin for a spot of olfactory experimentation. Often birthdays and special occasions sneak up with us,
leaving it feeling as though there's no time to buy, but alas here's a wardrobe addition no man would need a gift receipt for. You may recognise this jumper from the latest Bond instalment – an immaculate piece of menswear drawing inspiration from military apparel and in a very flattering ribbed construction at that. Consider your gifting sorted… not
stirred. If they're looking to join the new year fitness brigade, here's a pro tip you can pass on: those HIIT sessions will mean diddly squat if they ain't fuelling them properly. The fix? That most popular of boutique studios has partnered with Hermosa protein for a gift box made up of a three-class pass to Barry's Bootcamp and one jar of vegan or whey
Hermosa protein to really reap the gains. It's even delivered with a personalized gift note for some motivational coaching.Exclusive to Selfridges, Telmont’s Réserve Brut is clean on the palate and expresses aromas of shortbread, caramelised apple and a subtle dusting of ground ginger. A very celebratory fizz indeed. Fact: the Bloody Mary is a
cocktail made for hungover mornings. The only stumbling block? Mustering the energy to make one. From the actually-very-tasty canned cocktail brand, Bloody Drinks, the It's Bloody Personal Box boasts four ready-to-drink, personalised cans of Bloody Mary ripe for the refrigerating, complete with essential accompaniments – a tin of Bloody Mary
salt, a can of Perello Picante olive and pickle mix and a jar of flavoured nuts to snack on while you drink. £30 at bloodydrinks.co.ukOliver Spencer is a designer who knows how to collaborate and his partnership with folding-bicycle maker Brompton is a prime example. Engineered for only the most stylish of the commuter peloton and growing on the
brands' well-received Brompton blazer last year, the latest output is much more sportswear influenced, balancing form and function in a lightweight Italian performance cloth and with a retroreflective thread stitched in a grid pattern for optimal visibility, without the bright neon lines that are so often emblazoned on cycling jackets. You won't catch us
cycling in anything else.£389 at oliverspencer.co.ukWhat man doesn't love beanie season when tens of minutes are shaved off morning hairstyling routines in place of timeless winter headwear. Treat someone to something that bit more luxurious this year care of Trunk Clothiers, whose AW12 styles are crafted from super-luxe cashmere and done out
in beautifully rich colourways (our favourite being this bottle green).£90 at trunkclothiers.comOne brand you can be confident in gifting in 2022 is August & Piers. A relative newcomer to the “candleverse”, its debut collection only arrived last November but fast got picked up by the likes of Jodie Comer and Rosie Huntington-Whiteley. Muse is the
scent that miss Huntington-Whiteley likes the most and we agree: its blend of bergamot, benzoin and vanilla is exceptional. A collaborative effort between The Maison’s three leading artisans, this complex cognac has a fruity profile, exhibiting chords of fig and hazelnut. And at 42 per cent ABV, the Tercet is The Maison’s highest ever proof. A treat.
£99 at fortnumandmason.comDon't let their next iPhone fall fowl to scuffs and cracked screens. If you're buying for someone who's always first in line to the Apple store when a new release is on its way, this Montblanc iPhone 13 case is a slick and stylish way to christen their new pride and joy. A typically elegant affair from the brand, its calf-skin
Saffiano print leather is as sophisticated as it gets, elevated with Montblanc's signature emblem front and centre. Get him set for a jet-setting the most luxe way we know how: with this three-piece Thom Browne travel set. Up there with the biggest travel flexes you can make, this triple whammy of neck pillow, eye mask and travel pouch in signature
TB stripes will guarantee them a place in the first-class lounge, regardless of what their ticket says. £1,280 at brownsfashion.comSome overcoats just don't look right without a check scarf to frame things. And we're not just talking any check scarf. Joshua Ellis is pretty much unrivalled when it comes to timeless sartorial aesthetics, with a rich sense of
British heritage starting in 1767. Check patterns are the Yorkshire brand's forte and this cobalt-blue windowpane number is a case in point. A classic design that won't feel tired come next winter. In an age where iPhone cameras are so often regarded just as good as any compact model, one brand for whom it’d be sacrilege to draw such comparisons
is Leica. The Q2 launched in 2019 and has been a favourite among amateur photographers ever since. Dubbed “the lazy man’s Leica”, this is the kind of camera you point and shoot without even looking, then scroll through your results in smug street photographer pride. And need we even mention how very cool one looks with a Q2 strapped around
one’s chest? £4,675 at leica-camera.comSwap sprouts for sourdough with a bit of kit that’s sure to have been on his wishlist for an extra hot minute now. Gozney’s Roccbox pizza oven is a garden must-have for the summer of ’22, with a dual-fuel design that flicks between luxurious wood firing and convenient gas burning. With a safe-touch silicone
exterior, it’s safe and easy to use, while the retractable legs and detachable burner mean he’ll be able to level up al fresco cookouts away from home, too. It’s the perfect upgrade to sad Trangia stoves come his next UK camping trip.
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